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Evidence Based Practice
•

Clinical practice assessments, guidelines, interventions and treatments should be
evidence based wherever possible

•

This means utilising the results and outcomes from quality research publications to form
the basis of standard clinical practice
Level I:
Level II:
Level III:
Level IV:
Level V:
Level VI:
Level VII:

•

Systematic Review of all RCT's or clinical practice guidelines based on SRs
At least one well-designed Randomized Controlled Trial (RCT)
Well-designed controlled trials without randomization, quasi-experimental
Well-designed case-control and cohort studies
Systematic reviews of descriptive and qualitative studies
A single descriptive or qualitative study
The opinion of authorities and/or reports of expert committees

Where is the research often lacking?
In diseases/disorders that affect smaller numbers of people, or are
with specific (often minority) ethnic groups.

In mid to late stage disease care and management – research is often
focussed on cures

associated
predominantly

Clinical Research
•
•
•

Driven by: clinical need + gaps in literature
Occurs in a clinical setting
Uses ‘real’ patients, often in their ‘traditional’ treatment environment

•

Often level III to VI research: controlled case studies, file audits, pre-post treatment
reviews, practice analysis and systematic reviews of clinical research literature

•

Is Clinical Research worth it?
Some research/evidence is better than none
It may be the best that can be achieved on the budget, resources and access that is
available

Huntington’s Disease
•

Rare, hereditary, neurodegenerative condition, 50% chance of inheritance

•

Expansion of CAG triplet repeat in the huntingtin gene (4p16.3)

•

Leads to an increase of a polyglutamine protein that becomes neurotoxic

•

Medium spiny neurons affected, basal ganglia, cortex and hippocampus

•

Movement disorder: chorea, gait balance, motor control

•

Psychiatric disturbance: dysphoria, agitation, irritability, apathy, anxiety,

•

Cognitive impairment: psychomotor slowing, language and executive impairment

•

Onset of symptoms usually occurs in adulthood or middle age

•

Significant problems with relationships, accommodation and functioning

•

Progresses over the course of 10 to 20 years and is fatal

•

No cure for HD, or effective treatment

Clinical Issue - Aggression
•

Approximately 5 patients with HD residing in inpatient unit at any one time

•

Mid to late stage HD

•

High levels of aggression

•

Verbal aggression and physical aggression to people and furniture

•

Co-patients, staff, family members at high risk of assault

•

Significant impact on well-being of staff and patients

Questions to Answer
•

How common is Aggression in HD?

•

What can we do to reduce it?

Step 1: Systematic Review
Thorough, systematic search of literature, collating all available research, and can include a meta
analysis of data (if appropriate)
•

No existing systematic review, or treatment guidelines for aggression in HD

•

Initial thorough (non systematic) review of the literature

•

Formalised a systematic review methodology, and re-ran the search of the literature to capture
all articles

Aims
1) Review the published evidence on rates of aggression in Huntington’s
disease and identify correlating factors as well as behavioural, situational or environmental
antecedents for this behaviour.
2) Review the published evidence on treatment strategies for aggression
in HD, including both pharmacological and nonpharmacological interventions.

… major findings
Aim 1
Rates of Aggression in HD:
Types:
Correlating Factors:

22 to 66 percent (14 studies)
Verbal = Physical > Furniture/objects
May be more common in males, those who fall often,
have OCD symptoms and suicidal ideation
Antecedents for Aggression: No empirical data
Aim 2
Treatment studies:

Medications:

Non medication Rx:

No randomised controlled trials
1 small group study, case series and case study reports
Methodological problems with all
(19 studies)
Antipsychotics, antidepressants, beta-adrenergic
blockers, movement disorder medications
Due to very poor study design and lack of statistical
analysis in most, no medication could be recommended.
1 case study of behaviour modification/support
Small study of a multi-sensory environment

Step 2: Practice Analysis
Thorough clinical assessment and documentation of clinical case work or processes, applying
critical thought and utilising existing literature
•

Case series of two HD clients with significant levels of aggression

•

Occupational Therapy Intervention: Sensory Modulation

•

Rationale: Sensory processing abnormalities observed in HD

•

Standard sensory modulation assessment measures had to be modified due to the HD
clients’ significant levels of cognitive impairment

•

Sensory sensitivities/under-responsiveness assessed for and then
equipment/modifications employed to address these.

http://nspt4kids.com/health-topics-and-concerns/sensory-processing-disorder/

… major findings
Case 1

Female 22 years: “Carrie-Anne”

… major findings
Case 2

Male 31 years: “Christopher”

Qualitatively, both interventions appeared to be effective….

Step 3: Empirical Case Study
Carefully controlled and evaluated study of the effectiveness of an intervention for an
individual client. Robust statistical study design (multiple pre-post evaluation measures).
“Christopher”
• Very high levels of aggression (verbal, physical, furniture) on admission
• Able to get data on rates of aggression for both a baseline phase (pre-intervention) phase,
and during the interventions through systematic audit of electronic hospital medical
record.
• Provided data on the efficacy of the sensory modulation intervention and then the impact
of an adjunct behaviour support plan.
BSP:
Triggers for aggression – meal times, communication difficulties,
being given medication, being closely watched.
Interventions: Communication guide, meal guidelines (eat alone,
sensory modulation items to reduce agitation early.

personal care,
unassisted),

Collated weekly total rates of aggression

… major findings
•

5 week Sensory Modulation intervention showed a trend towards decreasing depression,
relative to the 8 week baseline phase, p = 0.06.

•

11 week Sensory Modulation + Behaviour Support intervention was effective at reducing
aggression, compared to baseline and SM alone, p = 0.0014.

•

The interventions were effective on all forms of aggression – Verbal, Physical and to
property/furniture.

•

The interventions were sustainable and could be continued long-term

•

Suggest that non-pharmacological individualised therapy interventions may be effective at
reducing aggressive behaviour in moderate-advanced HD.

Step 4: Large Scale Data Audit
Systematic audit of clinical data for the purposes of gaining information to address a specific
research question.
•

Large gap still remaining in the literature: What are antecedent/triggering factors for
aggression in HD?

•

10 clients with HD admitted to the BDU in the 4 years since the introduction of electronic
medical records

•

We conducted a large scale data audit of the medical records of these clients for the first
90 days of their admission, and recorded and coded all episodes of aggression during this
period.

•

900 days of clinical data, systematically double audited

… major findings
•

In Brain Disorders inpatient setting the incidence of aggression high – 90%

•

Personal care was the most common trigger, overall

•

Inter-individual variation in susceptibility to various triggers – so individualised assessment
and interventions plans are likely to be the most successful.

Step 5: Practice Analysis
Initiative to address nutritional and gustatory needs of Huntington’s clients who spend many
years on modified diets.
•

Main concerns:
Taste fatigue, food was unappealing and indistinguishable, clients removed from engaging
with food through meal preparation, proper meal choices, special occasion foods

Initiative (1): To enhance enjoyment of texture modified diets
•
•
•

All pureed/minced meals tasted and least appealing removed from menu
Sauces introduced to increase both flavour and choice
A new pureed dessert was sourced for dessert nights and special occasions

Initiative (2): Special Activities for Individuals Eating a Modified Diet
•

“Foodies Group” clients on a modified diet participated in a fortnightly group

•

Watched the preparation of meals and assisted where possible

•

Allowed to see and smell the food being made

•

Then eat the food once prepared

•

Interaction with co-clients and staff encouraged

•

Pictures of the sessions used later to facilitate communication with NOK.

Research Series Overall Conclusions
•

Significantly increased our understanding of aggression in HD

•

Rates, types, correlating factors and antecedents

•

Indicated that non-pharmacological interventions can be effective at reducing aggression

•

Enabled us to contribute to the knowledge base in this area

•

Improved the clients engagement with food and gustatory processing

•

Provided them with a wider range of flavours and choice with their menus
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